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NUMPAC is the Nagoya University Mathematical Package that consists of about 
a thousand of numerical software for a variety of numerical computations. We 
describe NetNUMPAC; an online system for the NUMPAC, which enables any users 
who can access to the WWW to retrieve source programs in the NUMPAC as well 
as each manual illustrating the use of the corresponding program. 
Further, the NetNUMPAC provides users with a facility of running the test 
programs to demonstrate how the subroutines depicted on the manual work. On 
the other hand, to make it easy for novice users to compute with a software 
selected in the NUMPAC, a simple user-interface to use the NUMPAC programs is 
available without taking trouble to write a main program calling the software in the 
NUMPAC. Performance test of NUMPAC on supercomputers is also given. 
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1. Introduction 
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NUMPAC[17][18] is the Nagoya University Mathematical Package constructed by the numerical analysis 
group at Nagoya University, Japan. NUMPAC consists of a variety of numerical software for nonlinear 
equations, special functions, systems of linear equations, eigenvalue problem, Fourier analysis, 
interpolation and approximation, differential equations, and numerical integration. The software in 
NUMPAC are written in Fortran with both single and double precision versions (some with quadruple 
precision) and amount to around a thousand in number including some vector versions. Since NUMPAC 
covers various problems in numerical computations, NUMPAC has been used by many users, which is 
demonstrated by the fact that NUMPAC has been installed in mainframe computers as well as 
supercomputers in many universities in Japan. On the other hand, the recent advances of Internet 
technology and of personal computers facilitate the use of the WWW and cause less use of the mainframe 
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computers, which implies that NUMPAC programs are more difficult to use. It is now required to make 
NUMPAC accessible to anyone who wants to use without the use of mainframe computers. 
In this paper we describe the NetNUMPAC system[25], an online system for computing with NUMPAC, 
which is designed to enable users who can access to the WWW to retrieve source programs in NUMPAC as 
well as each manual illustrating the use of the corresponding program. The manuals are now available in 
English as well as in Japanese. Each manual, written in HTML, is arranged in a hierarchical structure, that 
is, in a tree structure similar to the classification scheme of scientific software GAMS[4]. 
There are many NUMPAC manuals including simple test programs to illustrate the use of the 
corresponding programs, particularly the arguments of subroutines. In this connection, NetNUMPAC 
provides users with a facility of running the test programs to demonstrate how the subroutines depicted on 
the manual work. Furthermore, to make it easy for novice users to compute with a software selected in 
NUMPAC, a simple user-interface to use the NUMPAC programs is available without taking trouble to write 
a main program calling the software in NUMPAC. This paper is organized as follows. NUMPAC is 
described in some details in section 2, which is followed by the outline of the NetNUMPAC system in 
section 3. Section 4 describes how to retrieve each manual in NUMPAC and in section 5 we show how to 
run the simple test programs in NUMPAC on the WWW. Section 6 gives the description of a template 
interface [2] to NUMPAC source programs. Section 7 gives concluding remarks and outlook for the 
NetNUMPAC project. In Appendix A we show some performance results of several Japanese 
supercomputers by using three selected routines in vector version for matrix computations in NUMPAC. 
2. NUMPAC 
NUMPAC is a general-purpose numerical subroutine library constructed by the members of Numerical 
Analysis Group and Computation Center of Nagoya University since 1971. In Japan NUMPAC has been 
installed in more than fifty major public computing institutes including seven National University Computer 
Centers whereas in 1998 it was installed in Hitachi supercomputer SR220 I at the Polish-Japanese Institute 
of Computer Techniques in Warsaw, Poland. 
NUMPAC covers a wide range of numerical computations as follows (the numerals in parentheses denote 
the numbers of members included): systems of linear equations (40), eigenvalue analysis (29), nonlinear 
equations (14), interpolations (25), Fourier analysis (34), numerical quadrature (38), ordinary differential 
equations (4), special functions (148) as well as semi-numerical processing (20) like sorting. We mean by 
the member in NUMPAC a small group of subroutines or subprograms; namely, each member consists of 
single and double precision versions at least and sometimes includes even complex value and quadruple 
precision versions, too. Furthermore in 1984 several principal linear algebra routines were selected to be 
rewritten for use on supercomputers. Afterwards, other routines were added to the group of supercomputer 
versions, until now NUMPAC has 19 members tuned for vector supercomputers manufactured by Fujitsu, 
Hitachi and NEe. 
The naming convention for the NUMPAC routines is as follows: the name of each routine is spelled in 
alpha-numeric and appended by S, D, Q, C, B, or Z to distinguish the precision versions, namely, single, 
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double, quadruple, complex, double complex, or quadruple complex, respectively. Similarly, the 
supercomputer versions are distinguished by the last letters: V, W, X, and Y for single, double, complex, and 
double complex version, respectively. 
It might be desirable that a mathematical library should be comprehensive, pr'ogressive, portable, and 
reliable as well as of high quality. For the discussion on the quality of mathematical software, see 
Boisvert[3] and Rice[19]. See also Ueberhuber[21] [p.272] for available numerical software packages. 
NUMPAC is comprehensive and progressive because almost all standard and effective algorithms are 
included while the latest numerical analysis techniques are used. NUMPAC is portable and of high quality 
in that every program, written in Fortran, is fast, accurate, robust and easy to use. The NUMPAC programs 
are reliable because program errors have been almost entirely eliminated by authors and users. 
Furthermore, a printed manual and online manual system had been provided although now the online manual 
itself is not available because it was constructed on Fujitsu mainframe computers at Nagoya University, 
which were replaced by Fujitsu supercomputer VPP500/42 (1.6GF per PE) and will be soon by VPP5000/56 
(9.6GF per PE). 
2.1 Special functions 
The field of the special functions[15], [14][28] is the richest part of the NUMPAC programs. Indeed the 
typical ones are Bessel functions of integer or real order and real or complex argument[23][24], and their 
related integrals and zeros; inverse hyperbolic functions; Struve functions; Kelvin functions; exponential 
integral; Gamma function for complex argument; incomplete Gamma functions; incomplete Beta function; 
Dawson's integral; Clausen's integral; integral of the complementary Error function; Riemann Zeta function; 
solutions of Thomas-Fermi equation and Blasius equation and their derivatives; Abramowitz functions; 
Langevin function; orthogonal polynomials and so on. It should be noted that almost all programs for 
univariate functions are constructed by Ninomiya, using his unpublished best rational approximations 
originally tailored for each function. 
2.2 Linear systems 
NUMPAC includes various kinds of routines for solving linear systems (abbreviated LS)[7] with a variety of 
the coefficient matrices: 
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t e of matrix 
(A) real 
1. nonsymmetric 
(1) dense, (2) banded, (3) tridiagonal 
(4) sparse 
2. symmetric 
(1) dense, (2) banded 
3. positive symmetric 
(1) dense 
(2) banded 
(3) variable band width 
(4) tridiagonal 
(5) sparse 
(B) complex valued 
1. general 
(l) dense, (2) banded 
2. positive Hermite 
(1) dense 
(2) banded 
method(routine) 
LU factorization (LEQLUS, LEQBDS, TRIDGS) 
overrelaxation (GSORSS) 
block diagonal LDU (BVNCHS, BUNCBS) 
Cholesky (CHOLFS) and modified C. (MCHLFS) 
C. (CHLBDS) and modified C. (MCHLBS) 
C. (CHLVBS) 
modified C. (TRDSPS, TDSPCS) 
preconditioned CG (PRCGSS) 
LU(LEQLUC, LEQBDC) 
C. (CHOLFC) and modified C. (MCHLFC) 
C. (CHLBDC) and modified C. (MCHLBC) 
The direct methods commonly used in NUMPAC for solving the LS are based on the LV factorization of the 
coefficient matrices with the partial pivotings. The others included are as follows: 
(1) the simultaneous treatment of the LS's having mUltiple right-hand vectors with a common coefficient 
matrix, 
(2) the computation of the determinant of the coefficient matrix, 
(3) the reuse of upper and lower triangular matrices obtained by the LU factorization. 
There exists routines based on the Householder transformation for the least squares solution of 
overdeterminded systems of equations Ax=b where A is m X n matrix with m ~ n as well as for the least 
squares minimum norm solution ofAx=b with m ~ n, for which the SVD routines are also available. 
2.3 Eigenvalue problem 
NUMPAC adopts standard methods[7] for solving eigenvalue problems with various types of matrices: 
t e of matrix 
(A)real 
1. nonsymmetric 
2. symmetric 
(I) dense 
(a) all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(b) all eigenvalues and not all eigen vectors 
(c) not all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(d) small part of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(2) banded 
(a) all eigenvalues 
(b) small part of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
method 
Hessenberg, double QR, inverse iteration 
Householder, QR 
Householder, QR, inverse iteration 
Householder, bisection, inverse iteration 
Jennings simultaneous iteration 
Rutishauser QR 
Jennings simultaneous iteration 
t e of matrix 
3.symmetric(general problem Ax = ABx) 
(1) dense 
(a) all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(b) all eigenvalues and not all eigenvectors 
(c) small part of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(2) banded 
(a) small part of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
4.singular value decomposition 
5.fast eigenvalue analysis package NICER 
(B )complex dense 
I.non-Hermite symmetric 
2.non-Hermite symmetric(general) 
3.Hermite symmetric 
(a) all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(b) all eigenvalues and not all eigenvectors 
(c) not all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
4.Hermite symmetric(general) 
(a) all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
(b) all eigenvalues and not all eigenvectors 
(c) not all eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
2.4 Fourier analysis and interpolation 
method 
Householder, QR 
Householder, QR, inverse iteration 
Householder, bisection, inverse iteration 
Jennings simultaneous iteration 
Househouder, QR 
Hessenberg, QR 
LZ[13] 
Householder, QR 
Householder, QR, inverse iteration 
Householder, bisection, inverse iteration 
Householder, QR 
Householder, QR, inverse iteration 
Householder, bisection, inverse iteration 
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NUMPAC offers routines for several types of the Fast Fourier transforms(FFT): radix-2 FFT's for (I) 
complex, (2) real, (3) real odd and (4) real even data while the FFT's in the form i x3m xsn of complex 
and real data are also available. 
There are routines available for spline interpolations for one and two-dimensional data and for 
interpolations of data irregularly located on two and three-dimensional spaces. Furthermore routines for 
interpolating a given function by the Chebyshev polynomials are provided by using the FFT to efficiently 
compute the Chebyshev coefficients. 
2.5 Numerical integration 
NUMPAC includes a wealth of routines for numerical integration: both for one-dimensional and multi-
dimensional integrations. Typical univariate integration schemes with fixed number of sample points are 
Gauss rules: Legendre, Chebyshev, Hermite, and Laguerre Gauss. Automatic quadrature schemes adopted 
are as follows: Double exponential (DE) formula by Takahasi and Mori[20], rules of Clenshaw-Curtis 
type[1l][12], the schemes based on the Newton-Cotes rules[I6], and other product rules specially tailored 
for various kinds of kernel functions including oscillatory function[9] and Cauchy principal value 
integrals[ 10]. Automatic quadratures for integrals on the infinite integration interval are, say, rules based 
on the acceleration method for infinite oscillatory integrals[9] as well as the DE formula, which copes with 
any type of integrals but oscillatory integrals. 
Product type rules for multi-dimensional integrals are provided. Furthermore non-product type schemes 
based on the perfectly symmetric rules are also available. On the other hand, the integrals of complex 
variables, instead of real variables, can be treated by the complex versions of the corresponding routines in 
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NUMPAC. 
2.6 Other problems 
Other problems considered in NUMPAC are as follows: nonlinear equations, optimization of multivariate 
functions, acceleration, ordinary differential equations, linear programming, and non-numerical operations. 
NUMPAC offers routines for nonlinear equations of real and complex coefficients and for system of 
nonlinear equations. Acceleration methods based on the Levin u -transforIl}ation, the e -algorithm, and 
the p -transformations are available. 
NUMPAC supplies not enough routines for computing ordinary differential equations. The routines for 
non-stiff differential equations are the Runge-Kutta scheme, the Fehlberg method, and the scheme based on 
the rational extrapolation due to Bulirsch and Stoer. However, there is no routine available for stiff 
equations and multi-step methods. 
Linear programming is treated by the simplex method. Package SORTPACK, namely, a group of 
subroutines for sorting such as quick sort and SETPACK, a package of set-operation routines are also 
available. 
3. NetNUMPAC system 
The NetNUMPAC system, developed at Fukui University, aims at making the NUMPAC routines and their 
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manuals accessible to anyone who can access to the WWW but doesn't want to use the mainframe computers, 
which accommodates the NUMPAC routines, in the computer centers of the principal Univt;fsities in Japan. 
The facilities provided by NetNUMPAC are as follows: 
1. Retrieving the manual corresponding to such a routine as an user wants to use, among more than 200 
manuals and a thousand source programs, is easy either by traversing the classification tree similar to the 
GAMS system or by using the keywords. 
2. Downloading any routine supplied in NUMPAC is allowed to those who are registered in a member list of 
an user's group'. Anyone who belongs to non-profit organization is eligible for a member. For 
software distribution, see, say, Xnetlib[~]. 
3. Running test programs illustrated in manuals on the WWW may be a convenient way to inspect how the 
source program corresponding to the manual works. Graphical results are also given by some particular 
programs although most routines are executed to yield numerical results. 
4. A template interface to the source programs gives a novice user a simple way to compute with the 
NUMPAC programs. 
Fig.) is the home page of NetNUMPAC. 
lOne could purchase NUMPAC in an entire set with Fujitsu Ltd. 
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Figure 1: NetNUMPAC home page 
Since NetNUMPAC is intended to be available on the WWW, the system consists of three COl programs, 
written in Perl, for providing the interfaces to retrieve the manuals, to compute with NUMPAC routines, and 
to get test programs run as well as three databases for manuals, subroutines, and test programs. 
Particularly the interface for running test programs is also used to support the graphical computations with 
the Java applet. 
Fig.2 illustrates the system configuration, where the manual database consists of the references to the 
manuals of the corresponding routines with the classes that they belong to while the subroutine database 
consists of the list of the names of the NUMPAC routines with their references to the source files. The role 
of the interface for manual retrieval is to enable the search by keyword and the display of the classification 
tree and the manual which has usually links both to WWW pages where a client may download source 
programs, and to test program pages with some forms to allow a client to change input parameters of the 
subroutine. On the other hand, the interface for numerical computation lets a client to input simple 
command lines to request the computations with NUMPAC routines and then chooses the templates 
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corresponding to the inputted command lines to spawn Fortran source codes to be compiled and run, 
followed by the computed results sent to the client. 
4. Manual retrieval 
4.1 Classification tree 
NetNUMPAC Server 
Figure 2: Model of NetNUMPAC 
A ....... Arithmetic. error analysis 
AI ...... .Inleger 
A2 ....... Rational 
A3 ....... Real 
A3a ...... Single precision 
A3c ....... Extended precision 
A3d ....... Extended range 
M ....... Complex 
A4a ....... Single precision 
A4c ....... Extendcd precision 
A4d ....... Extcnded range 
A5 ...... .Interval 
A6 ....... Changc of representation 
A6a ...... Type conversion 
A6b ....... Dase conversion 
A6c ....... Decomposition.construction 
A 7 ....... Sequeoces (e.g .. convergence acceleration) 
D ....... Number theory 
c.. ..... E1ementary and special functions (search also class L5) 
D ....... Lincar Algebra 
E .... .Interpolation 
F ..... Solution of nonlinear equations 
G ..... Optimization (search also classes K. L8) 
H ..... Differentiation. integration 
1. .... Differential and integral equations 
J .... .Integraltransforms 
K ..... Approximation (search also class L8) 
L.. ..... Statistics. probability 
M ..... Simulation. stochastic modeling (search also classes L6 and Ll 0) 
N ..... Data handling (search also class L2) 
o ..... Symbolic computation 
P ....... Computational geometry (search also classes G and Q) 
Q ....... Graphics (search also class U) 
R ....... SCrvicc routines 
S ....... Software development tools 
Z ...... Other 
Figure 3: Classification tree The subclasses belonging to the class A are shown in details only for 
illustration although every class has own subclasses 
F ..... . Solution of nonlinear equations 
G .. Optimization (search also classes K, L8) 
H Differentiation ioteeratjOQ 
I. ..... Differential and integral equations 
1. .... .Integ 
H2a. ... One-dimensional integrals 
H2b ....... Multidimensional integrals 
H2c ... .... Se 
Manual Pages 
Finjte Fourier Inteml 
Gaussian Quadrature 
Tables of Weights and Sample Points for 
Quadrature Formulas 
Romberg Quadrature 
Figure 4: Retrieving along the classification tree 
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Each manual, written in HTML, is arranged in hierarchical order, namely, in a tree structure similar to the 
classification scheme of scientific software GAMS[4][26], Every manual is linked to some leaf (leaves) of 
the tree in GAMS while not every leaf has a link to NUMPAC manual. This is because GAMS is designed 
to cover all the subjects of scientific computation so that the tree has about 780 leaves whereas NUMPAC 
doesn't cover all the fields of scientific computing. 
~LmeDT Algebra/ElementaI}' vector and m,,!:rix o)leratiom/ 
DIb ...... Elementary matrix operations 
Subclasses 
o 1b1... ... . lnitialize (e.g., to zero or identity)(3) 
D 1 b2 .... ... Norlll Q.l 
o Ib3 ..... .. Tran~tiQl 
D1b4 ....... Multiplication by vector( l ) 
DlbS .. .. .. . Addition,subtl"action(1) 
o 1b6 ....... Multiplication( 1) 
Dlb7 ...... . M.ilQ· ix )01 'l1omiaJ (Ol 
Dlb8·:..:.:Lo.l.!ri.Ql 
D Ib9 ... ,,, ... .storage l1l(xle ('ollversion (Q) 
Il_lb to ... :: .. Elemen ta ro t a.t.i.QI!.JQiy...<~1IS trans forl11~.i.Q.!!_1.(Q) 
D III l1... .... E1ementa ly reflectioll (Hollseholder transforma tion )(0) 
~ I I : ' -!;H~ 
= ... 
·f 
; . , <iI~ . 'l2: JI 
Figure 5: Example of class and subclasses 
An example of the classification tree is shown in Fig.3 . Since the hierarchy in the classification consists 
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of several, at most seven levels, after getting connected to the top page of the classification tree one can 
easily reach the desired manual by a sequence of several mouse operations on the links to traverse 
downward the tree, provided such manual does exist in NUMPAC. The leaves with no item in the 
NUMPAC routines is notified in another color, say red. Fig.4 shows an example where a manual on finite 
part integral is searched. Fig.5 illustrates the page showing the class of Elementary matrix operations, 
where the class's names in the upper levels (superclasses) appear on the top of each page and the numbers of 
members belonging to the lower levels (subclasses) are indicated in the parentheses. 
4.2 Search by keyword 
~: . . 
Figure 6: Result of keyword search 
Fig.6 shows a page enabling keywords input to search manuals desired, and the result obtained. If one 
inputs a keyword, then the links to the items relevant to the keyword are shown. The usable keywords 
include such names as classification's names in GAMS , manual's names and subroutine's names as well as 
any words written in the manuals . 
Inputting multiple keywords separated with blanks searches all links including at least one of the 
keywords. Further, the logical "and" operation is available by inputting a sequence of keywords connected 
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with asterisks while multiple words connected with underbars mean a phrase. 
4.3 Manual page 
Here we describe how to construct the NUMPAC manual pages available in HTML. NUMPAC manual had 
not been accessible to everyone who likes to use before the NetNUMPAC project started. Historically, 
NUMPAC online manual used to be available only on Fujitsu mainframe computers whereas there was the 
printed version of the manual in limited number of copies. By the way, NUMPAC manual was originally 
written in Japanese by each author in the numerical analysis group at Nagoya University, who constructed 
source programs. The English version was made available partially by using a tool on computer for 
translating Japanese into English. 
Table 1: The difference of four codes (two-byte-code) used in Japan 
Code name 
JIS 
Shift-JIS 
EUC 
JEF 
*Extended Kanji character 
First b te 
21"'7E 
81 "'9F, EO"'FC 
Al"'FE 
AI'" FE, 41 '" A 1 * 
Second b te 
21"'7E 
40"'7E, 80'" FC 
Al "'FE 
Al "'FE, 41"'Al* 
Online manual was available in JEF(Japanese processing Extended Feature) under ODM(Office Document 
Manager), a document processing system, developed by Fujitsu. We tried to translate the ODM NUMPAC 
manual into a HTML document by constructing a translator for it. The difficulty in the translation was on 
the fact that the peculiar JEF code system is conflict with standard ASCII code and is not suitable for use on 
internet. 
JEF code system uses two bytes to express Japanese Kanji character (consisting of several thousand kinds 
of letters) and unique control character as well as English character while one byte is enough to express in 
ASCII code. In the meantime the codes commonly used in Japan are JIS, Shift-JIS and EUC2, which are 
all two-byte-code systems. Table 1. illustrates the differences in EUC, JIS, Shift-JIS and JEF codes. 
Among four types of codes above, JEF is akin to EUC in that Kanji character code is the same except that 
JEF has extended Kanji character and control character with the first byte of '7E' in hexadecimal number. 
In particular the control characters '7EEA' and '7EEB' are used to identify the control words for ODM, 
namely, the control words are headed by '7EEA' and end with '7EEB'. 
2 Unicode, a two-bytes-code, is not commonly used in Japan 
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07.AQ OSCS/D (Finite Fourier Integral) 
Finite Fourier Integral 
Takemitsu Hasegawa, March 19B3 
ISubroutine Language: FORTRAN; Size: B74 and B7B lines respectively 
~~~----~------
AQOSCS/D obtains the value of the finite Fourier integrals Ie: Sabf(x) cos(2 n lAl x) dx, I s= Sabf(x)sin(2 n lAl x) 
dx for a given function f(x) at the precision of the convergence criterion e. 
l>.QOSCS(D) is for single (double) precision. 
(2) Directions 
CALL ~(A,B,OMEGA,FUN,KEY,EPSA,EPSR,NMIN,NMAX,SC,SS,N,ERR,ICON) 
Tl'P< "'" ldnd ('1). rAttnbut~ Con''''' 
Figure 7: Example of manual page 
In actual translation of OOM manual into a HTML document in Japanese, we adopted a way where JEF 
Kanji code except control code of OOM is translated into EUC code before most control words are changed 
into the corresponding HTML tags. Those control words that don't correspond to HTML tags are 
discarded. 
Final human manipulation with HTML pages was required to enhance the total aesthetic quality, particularly 
of tabular environment. On the other hand , to get a HTML document in English, we translated OOM 
manual into a HTML document in ASCII code, when mathematical symbols, such as Greek letters , integral 
and summation, were picked to be inserted in images in HTML document because it is impossible to express 
mathematical symbols in ASCII code although possible in EUC code anyway. 
Fig .7 illu strates an example of manual page. Most manual pages include links to source files for a client 
to download them. Furthermore, manual pages list either test programs or links to them, which have forms 
to allow a client to input some parameters for subroutines. In the next section we say more about test 
programs. 
5. Running test programs 
• -,., Netscape: oome068 r.< 
(4) Example of use 
This program is used to calculate the root in (O,n ) of the equation f(x)-cosx- x-O. 
TEST FOR NOL EQS 
EXT ERNAL FUN 
EPS-~l  
NMAX-~ 
A-~ 
B-~57013 
CALL NOLEQS (A, B, FUN, EPS,NMAX, X, FX, N, ILL ) 
WRITE(6 , 600) A, B, EPS, X, FX,N, ILL 
60 0 FORMAT(lH , 2 E13 . S,Ell.3,E13. S , El1. 3 , 2I6) 
STOP 
END 
FUNCTION SUBPROORAM 
FUNCTION FUN (X) 
FUN-COS ( X)-X 
RETURN 
END 
Subroutine Name: _NOLEQS 
Arguments 1.E- 5 100 0 .0 1.5708 
Results 
O. OOOOOE+OO 0 . 1 S708 E+01 0.1 OOE-04 O. 73909 E+OO O. 43SE-OS 
- ------------------------Execut ion is complete not'mal ly. 
Figure 8: Running test program 
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Each program in NUMPAC almost always accompanies a simple test program to illustrate how to use the 
program. Further, although a large part of NUMPAC manual set doesn't include tes t programs, there are 
some manuals which are appended by their own test programs. NetNUMPAC supplies a facility getting 
test programs run in manual pages. To this end , manual pages except ones including own test programs are 
modified to have links to their corresponding test program pages, which have severa l forms to allow a user 
to change parameters to the routines themselves. Fig.8 illu strates an example of test program page with the 
page of computed result. 
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1( }00 <3) ,.., 8 v 1 
KlHO(O .... 0 y' 1 v 2 
Kl HO(:5) ,> e ,.. 1 V' 2 
KlOO(7) " 0 V 1 v 2 v 3 
1(11<)(8) ./ 0 ...... 1 v 2 
E:o:. cvt· 1 
~ 
.?~!~ 
Figure 9: Graphical display of the computed result of Surface fitting by spline 
There are some routines with graphical computations in NUMPAC, for example, spline interpolation, 
contour map of scattered data, surface interpolation of bivariate data. Test programs for these graphical 
routines are executed with Java applets created for displaying the results in graph and image. A computed 
result by the surface fitting by spline is shown in Fig.9, where the forms in the upper left corner are 
designed to allows a client to adjust the way of displaying, say, eye position. 
6. Simple interface for computing with NUMPAC 
A simple interface for computing with NUMPAC is constructed to alleviate users' task of taking trouble to 
write a Fortran code calling the NUMPAC routines. Our scheme is motivated by the template-driven 
approach due to Bentley et al. [2] which proves useful for our purpose, too, although our interfaces are 
implemented in Perl instead of Awk [2] because of the former merit in CGr program. 
Fig . IO shows an input form for computing with 'noleqs', a solution of nonlinear equation followed by 
'gasns', Gaussian quadrature, in which we find a root ~ of sin(x) in the interval [3,4] and then compute 
an integral of sin(x) on [O,~]. Note that the result ~ obtained in the first execution is used in the fourth 
parameter #1 - 1 in the second execution. The output is al so shown in Fig. lO. 
In connection with Fig .l 0, the template program that calls 'noleqs ' (single precision) or 'noleqd' (double 
precision) is illustrated in Fig.ll, where three parameters, DEF, SUB, and EQN, are surrounded by at-signs, 
' @ ' . The root- finding program's name 'noleqs' (or 'noleqd') and function's name 'sin(x)', which are read 
from the command line : noleqs(/d) 'sin(x)' 3 4 I e-6 100, are substituted in SUB and EQN, respectively. 
REAL (or DOUBLE) is substituted in DEF if 'noleqs' (or 'noleqd') is selected. Further the parameters, 
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a,b,eps, and nmax are read in the third to sixth columns of the same command line, respectively. To 
help novice users, users ' guide pages showing how to write command lines to compute with NUMPAC 
routines are al so available. The execution with the template interface supplied is summari zed in Fig .12. 
NetNUMPAC Templete Interface 
Help (Japanese Version only) 
~o leqs ' s i n(x) ' 3 4 1e-6 100 
gasn s ' sin(x) ' 0 #1-1 10 
J ~~======================~. 
I Execute I aear \ 
Doleqs 'sin(x),3 4 1e- 6100 
IItIl 9.99999997 £-07 
0.300000£+01 
0.3 14 159£+01 
.. - 1-0 . 3141 59£+01, 
gasns'sin(xrO I I-IIO 
a 
o.ooooooE+oO 
.1 - 1-0 . 3141 59 £+0 1, 
1? - \-0 . 2ooo0o £+0 I, 
ThI", POST METHOD 
p. (tl.:J'tl 
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Figure 10: Example of simple interface for computing a solution of nonlinear equation by noleqs 
followed by the integration by Gauss rule gasns 
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implicit @DEF@(a-h,o-z) 
external fun 
read(*,*) a 
read(*,*) b 
read(*,*) eps 
read(*, *) nmax 
call @SUB@ 
write(6, *)a,b 
write( 6, *)x,fx,n,i11 
stop 
end 
function fun(X) 
@DEF@ fun, x 
fun=@EQN@ 
return 
end 
Figure 11: A sample of template for the solution of nonlinear equation noleqs/d 
Client (WWW browser) 
r-----------------------------------~ 
InDut command lines in the form 
Coronile. execute. and send back results 
) 
Repeat for all 
command Jines 
Parse command line and create source program 
Figure 12: Model of template interface. 
7. Concluding remark and outlook for NetNUMPAC 
NetNUMPAC system now offers considerable services both in Japanese and in English, such as retrieving 
manual by keyword search and classification tree, simple template for computing with NUMPAC routines, 
getting test programs run with computed results in numerals and graphical images, and downloading source 
programs. However, we are going to expand the current version of NetNUMPAC to make the system more 
user-friendly: 
I). The use of the frame in traversing the classification tree would make the hierarchical structure of the tree 
more comprehensible. 
2). We shall let NetNUNPAC accept client's own program to get it run with NUMPAC routines on a server 
computer installing the source programs of NUMPAC, although running test programs with the modification 
of parameters is now only option allowed to clients. 
3). It may be desirable to enhance the appearance of mathematical expressions in HTML, which are now 
expressed using images. To this end the use of Java or MathML (mathematical Markup Language) 
[22][29][27][30] might be helpful. 
4). The number of template interfaces, now available for about 130 members (400 routines) has to be 
increased to cover all members of NUMPAC, namely around 350 (1000 routines). 
5). Computed results are more readily understandable in graphics than in numbers. Although we have 
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already fourteen routines displaying graphical results in the WWW available, every routine that may yield 
graphical results should be made to give the results in images. Furthermore, it might be desirable to make 
special functions more comprehensible and visible in the behavior by demonstrating their graphical images 
in the WWW. In this connection NIST also started a project: Digital Library of Mathematical 
Functions[14][28], an online version of the familiar Handbook of Mathematical Functions (with Formulas, 
Graphs, and Mathematical Tables)[1]. 
Appendix A. 
Supercomputer version of NUMPAC for matrix computation is tested on principal supercomputers made in 
Japan and its performances, particularly on vector supercomputers, are described in this Appendix. Table 2 
lists test machines with their speeds and the numbers of processor units (PU). Among 19 members in 
supercomputer version of NUMPAC, we choose three routines: MULMMW for multiplication of matrices, 
LEQLVW for the solution of LS by LV factorization, HOQRVW for eigenvalue analysis by Householder 
transformation and QR method. Recall that 'W', the last letter of the routine's names means double 
precision version. Note that these routines are tuned not for parallel processors but for vector processing, 
so that the performance results imply the computing speed on single vector processor of each machine. 
Table 2: Test machines 
Machine nO.ofPU s eed/PU memor Institute Date o tion 
M1800 Fujitsu 2PU 0.03GF 0.256Gbyte Nagoya U. 1994.06 
VPP500 Fujitsu 42PE 1.6GF IGB/PE Nagoya U. 1998.06 frt -05 
VP2600 Fujitsu IPU 5.0GF 0.256GB Kyoto U. 1991.05 
SX3 NEC 3VPU 6.4GF 2GB I. Molec. Science 1999.08 f77sx. 
SX5 NEC 4VPU 8.0GF 32GB I. Molec. Science 1999.08 f90 -C vopt 
VPP800 Fujitsu 63PE 8.0GF 8GB/PE Kyoto U. 1999.08 frt -5 
SR8000 Hitachi 128PU 8.0GF 8GB/PU Tok 0 U. 1999.08 t 
t f90 -Oss -WO, 'mp(procnum(8), diag(2)),pvec(diag(1 )),list(s(l ),p(1))' 
The processor unit of SR8000 is a pseudo-vector processor consisting of eight CPU's, that run 
simultaneously to simulate a single vector processor. M1800, a mainframe computer of Fujitsu, is listed 
only for comparison. 
Table 3: CPU time (in ms) of the multiplication of N-by-N matrices, MULMMW. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 447 15 9 6 8 4 5 
400 3554 86 48 28 54 21 32 
600 11818 281 142 74 161 73 103 
800 27733 653 304 144 398 177 239 
1000 54054 1295 571 264 623 295 458 
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Table 4: Speed (in Gflops) of matrix multiplication, MULMMW on vector processors. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 0.036 1.1 1.8 2.7 2.0 4.0 3.2 
400 0.036 1.5 2.7 4.6 2.4 6.1 4.0 
600 0.036 1.5 3.0 5.8 2.7 5.9 4.2 
800 0.037 1.6 3.4 7.1 2.6 5.8 4.3 
1000 0.037 1.5 3.5 7.6 3.2 6.8 4. 
Max speed 0.03 1.6 5.0 8.0 6.4 8.0 8.0 
Tables 3 and 4 list the CPU time required by matrix multiplications, MULMMW on several vector 
supercomputers, and their speeds achieved, respectively. Since the total number of floating-point 
multiplications and additions in matrix multiplication is 2N 3 , the speed performance can be measured in 
2N 3/(CPU time(ms)X 10-3 }x 10-9 GFLOPS. Table 4 shows that VPP800 might achieve nearly maximum 
speed attainable on the vector processor when the order N of square matrix is large. 
Table 5: CPU time (ms) for solution of LS by LEQLUW. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 170 12 9 6 9 4 36 
400 1325 60 35 24 36 17 98 
600 4995 172 94 59 88 43 220 
800 13847 382 200 114 211 89 399 
1000 30994 720 351 196 374 166 659 
Table 6: Speed (Gflops) for the solution of LS by LEQLUW. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 0.031 0.44 0.60 0.89 0.59 1.3 0-15 
400 0.032 0.71 1.2 1.8 1.2 2.5 0.44 
600 0_028 0.84 1.5 2.4 1.5 3.3 0_65 
800 0.024 0_89 1.7 3.0 1.6 3.8 0.86 
1000 0.021 0.93 1.9 3.4 1.8 4.0 1.0 
To test the routine LEQLUW for LS, we use example: Ax = b, where x == (1,1, ... ,1) T and Frank 
matrix[6][8], Aij = N + 1- max(i, j), whose condition number is (4N /TC y, N being the order of 
A. Tables 5 and 6 list the CPU time required for the solution of LS, by LEQLUW and their 
speeds achieved, respectively. Since the total number M of floating-point multiplications and 
additions-subtractions in the solution of LS is M = 2N 3/3 + O(N2), the speed performance can 
be measured in M j(CPU time(ms)X 10-3 ) X 10-9 GFLOPS. 
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Table 7: CPU time (ms) required to compute eigenvalues by HOQRVW. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 431 60 49 25 37 18 49 
400 3279 254 193 99 181 77 123 
600 10851 638 455 233 455 190 274 
800 25473 1272 856 438 864 363 524 
1000 49418 2218 1424 710 1304 615 905 
Table 8: CPU time (ms) required to compute both eigenvalues and eigenvectors by HOQRVW. 
N M1800 VPP500 VP2600 VPP800 SX3 SX5 SR8000 
200 1398 102 71 50 80 37 195 
400 10916 490 297 222 444 162 728 
600 39834 1340 730 563 1185 396 1709 
800 101463 2946 1475 1110 2547 823 3172 
1000 204379 5594 2690 1939 4336 1436 5210 
To test the routine HOQRVW for eigenvalue analysis, we use the example: Ax = AX with Frank matrix 
of order n, whose eigenvalues are well known to be given by 
A = 1/{4Sin2(~~J~ 
k 7 2N +1 2 ~ , k = 1,2, ... ,N, 
which are densely concentrated at 1/4. Table 7 lists the CPU time required to compute all eigenvalues by 
HOQRVW while in Table 8 is listed the CPU time for the computation of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
Tables 5 to 8 might suggest that on three routines here SX5 achieve the best performance in computing 
speed among six supercomputers compared. 
It should be noted that SR8000 consists of pseudo-vector processors (PVP) that simulate a vector 
processor by eight CPU's so that taking full advantage of the PVP might require some skills. Three 
routines in vector version used here are not tuned specially to SR8000 and the results on SR8000 are 
obtained except for minor modifications of source programs on directives. This is why Tables 5 to 8 
compare SR8000 worse in CPU time and the speed. 
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